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We extend Hill's well-known estimator for the index of a distribution 
function with regularly varying tail to an estimate for the index of an 
extreme-value distribution. Consistency and asymptotic normality are proved. 
The estimator is used for high quantile and endpoint estimation. 
1. Introduction. Suppose one is given a sequence Xl> X2 , ••• of i.i.d. obser-
vations from some distribution function F. Suppose for some constants an> O 
and bn (n = 1, 2, ... ) and some y E ~' 
(1.1) 
for all x where G.Jx) is one of the extreme-value distributions 
(1.2) 
Here the index y, is a real parameter [interpret (1 + yx)- 11Y as e-x for y = O) 
and x is such that 1 + yx > 0. The question is how to estimate y from a finite 
sample X 1, X 2 , •.. , Xn. 




M~l) := k L log x(n-i, n) - log x(n-k, n) 
i=O 
(k < n), 
where X< 1• n) :::;; X< 2, n) :::;; · • • :::;; X<n. n) are the order statistics of X1, X2 , ••• , Xn. 
Mason (1982) proved weak consistency of M~1l for any sequence k = k( n) ....,. 
oo, k(n)/n....,. O (n....,. oo) and Deheuvels, Haeusler and Mason (1988) proved 
strong consistency for any sequence k(n) with k(n)/loglog n....,. oo, k(n)/n....,. 0 
( n ....,. oo ). It is well known that, under certain extra conditions, 
(1.4) 
is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and variance y 2 [see Davis and Resnick 
(1984), Csorgo and Mason (1985), Haeusler and Teugels (1985) and Goldie and 
Smith (1987)]. This leads to an asymptotic confidence interval for y. 
We now consider the estimation problem for general y E ~. 
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Suppose x* = x*(F) > 0, where x*(F) == sup{xiF(x) < 1} (this can be 
achieved by a simple shift), and define 
1 k-1 
(1.5) M~2> := k L (log x(n-i, n) - log x(n-k, n))2. 
i-0 
We shall prove (Section 2) that (1.1) implies that fork= k(n) - oo, k(n)/n - 0 
(n - oo), 
(1.6) lim y,. = y in probability, 
n-oo 
where 
1 ( (M<1>)2)-1 
" := M(l) + 1 - - 1 - n Yn n 2 M(2) 
n 
(1.7) 
Moreover, we shall prove that when k(n)/(log n)8 - oo (n - oo) for some 
8 > 0, then 
(1.8) lim Y,. = y a.s. 
n-+oo 
We shall also give (Section 3) quite natural and general conditions under which 
the estimate is asymptotically normal so that an asymptotic confidence state-
ment can be made. It seems that even when specialized to the Hill estimator, the 
result of Theorem 3.1 is the most general one obtained so far. In Sections 4 and 5 
we use the moment estimator to obtain asymptotic confidence intervals for high 
quantiles of F and (in the case y < 0) for x*(F). Section 6 contains some 
comments-in particular, the intuitive background of (1.7). 
Somewhat related papers are Joe (1987) and Smith (1987). 
Throughout the paper (except for part of Section 4), we assume 
(1.9) lim k(n) = oo, lim k(n)/n = 0 
n-+oo n-..oo 
and familiarity with the theory of regularly varying functions and the function 
class IT [see, e.g., Geluk and de Haan (1987)]. 
2. Weak and strong consistency. 
THEOREM 2.1. If (1.1) ho"lds, x*(F) > 0, k(n)/n - 0 and k(n)--+ 00 (n -
oo), then 
(2.1) limy,.= y inprobability. 
n-oo 
If (1.1) holds, x*(F) > 0, k(n)/n - 0 and k(n)/(log n)6 - oo (n--+ oo) for 
some 8 > 0, then 
(2.2) lim y,. = y a.s. 
n-+oo 
For the proof we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose U1, U2, • •• are i.i.d. random variables with a uniform 
[O, 1] distribution. Let f,.(t) be the empirical distribution function based on 
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U1, ••• , Un (n = 1, 2, ... ). Th£n for 0 < k(n) ~ n, k(n)/(log n)8 --+ oo for some 
8 > 0 and a < 8/(2(1 + 8)), 
(2.3) . n k(n)/n -a-1 ( )
1-a 
Ji-1! k(n) la t {fn(t) - t} dt = 0 a.s. 
PROOF. For a < 0 we use a version of Theorem 2(iii) in Einmahl and Mason 
(1988), without monotonicity condition on k(n) and k(n)/n. [It is easily seen 
that this weakening of the assumptions on k(n) only entails an increase of the 
constant 2112 on the right.] We have 
-- lk(n)/nrl+\a\{f (t) - t} dt I( n )1+\a\ I k(n) o n 
( n )l+\a\ :s; -- sup lfn(t) - tllk(n)/nrl+\a\ dt 
k(n) O<t:Sk(n)/n O 
= (1a1-1( log log n )1/2) [(-n )1;2( n )1/2 sup lfn{t) - tl]· 
k(n) k(n) loglogn O<t,sk(n)/n 
Since the first factor tends to 0 and the second factor is a.s. bounded by the 
quoted theorem, we have proved (2.3) for a < 0. 
For 0 :s; a < 8/(2(1 + 8)) we use an appropriate version (similarly as before) 
of Theorem l(ii) in Einmahl and Mason (1988). For 0 < 1J < 8/(2(1 + 8)) - a 
and with u = ~ - a - 1J 
l( _n_)1-a lk(n)/nra-l{f (t) - t} dtl k(n) o n 
( n )l-a lfn(t) - tl lk(n)/n -1 d < -- sup · t 71 t 
- k{n) O<t,s;k(n)/n t112-" 0 
( log log n )
112 [( n )v( n ) 112 lfn(t) - tl l 
= 11 -1 -- sup 112 • k(n) k(n) log log n O<t,sk(n)/n t -v 
Since the first factor tends to 0 and the second factor is bounded a.s. by the 
quoted theorem, we have proved (2.3) for 0 :s; a < 8/(2(1 + 8)). D 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 0 < k(n) :s; n and k(n)/(log n)8 --+ oo (n--+ oo) for some 
8 > 0. 
(i) Suppose F(x) = xa (0 < x < 1) for some a> 0. Th£n 
1 k(n) X a 
lim __ " (i, n) = __ 
.t... a.s. 
n-oo k(n) i-1 x(k(n)+l,n) a+ 1 (2.4) 
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(ii) Suppose F(x) = 1 - x-a (x > 1) for some a> 2(1 + 8)/8. Then 
1 k(n)-1 X 
. '\" (n- i, n) a lim -- '-- = -- a.s. 
n-+ co k( n) i-0 x(n-k(n), n) a - 1 (2.5) 
PROOF. (i) Let Fn be the empirical distribution function based on 
X1, ••• , Xn from F. Lemma 2.2 implies, with a = -1/ a, 
( n )l+l/a 1 (2.6) lim -- 1(k(n)/n)11•F ( s) ds = -- a.s. 
n ..... oo k(n) o n a+ 1 
Since [Wellner (1978)] 
( n )t/a n~~ k(n) . x(k(n)+l,n) = 1 a.s., 
(2.6) implies 
1 k(n) X 
limsup-- }: (i,n) 
n-+co k(n) i-1 x(k(n)+l,n) 
= 1- liminf(-n-)l+l/a1(k(n)(l-e)/n)11•Fn(s)ds 
n-+oo k(n) o 
(l _ e)l+l/a 
= 1 - (a + l) a.s. 
This with a similar lower bound gives the stated result. 
(ii) Let Fn be the empirical distribution function based on X 1, .•• , Xn from 
F. Lemma 2.2 implies, with a= 1/a, 
(2.7) ( n )l-1/a oo 1 lim - J {1-F(s)}ds=--
n-+oo k(n) (n/k(n))11• n a - 1 a.s. 
Since [Wellner (1978)] 
. ( k(n) )l/a 
lim -- . x(n-k(n), n) = 1 
n-+oo n 
a.s., 
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(2.7) implies 
1 k(n)-1 X . 
1. ""' (n-i,n) imsup-- .t.., 
n->oo k(n) i=O X(n-k(n),n) 
( n )-1/a 1 k(n)-1 
= li::i ..... s~p k(n) k(n) i~O X(n-i,n) 
( n )-l/a n 00 = limsup -- · -- · J sdF. (s) 
n->oo k(n) k(n) x(n-k(n)+1,n) n 
( n )1-1/a l + -k - f~ {I - Fn(s)} ds (n) X(n-k(n)+l,n) 
~ 1 + limsup(k(n ))l-l/aj00 {1-Fn(s)}ds 
n-> 00 n (n(l-E)/k(n))l/a 
(l _ e)-1+1/a 
= 1 + as (a - 1) · · 
This with a similar lower bound gives the stated result. O 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 0 < k(n) ~ n and k(n) ~ oo (n ~ oo). 
(i) Suppose F(x) = x" (0 < x < 1) for some a > 0. Then 
1 k(n) x. a 
1. ""' (!, n) · b b"[" im -- '-' = -- mpro a i zty. 
n->oo k(n) i=l x(k(n)+l,n) a+ 1 
(ii) Suppose F(x) = 1 - x-a (x > 1) for some a > 1. Then 
1. 1 k(~-1 x(n-i,n) a . b b"l' 1m -k( ) .t.., X = -_- mpro a z zty. 
n->oo n i=O (n-k(n),n) a 1 
PROOF. (i) Note that 
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( x(l, n/ x(k(n) + 1, n)' ... ' x(k(n), n/ x(k(n) + 1, n)) £ ( Y(1, k(n))' .•. ' Y(k(n), k(n)))' 
the order statistics from a sample (Yv ... , Yk(n)) from F. Hence 
1 k(n) X 1 k(n) 
""' (i, n) d ""' ~( ) '-' X = k(n) 1'-'=1 Y; n i= 1 (k(n)+l, n) 
and the law of large numbers applies. The proof of part (ii) is similar. D 
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LEMMA 2.5. Suppose (1.1) lwkls and x*(F) > 0. Let U = (1/(1 - F)) .- , the 
arrow denoting the inverse function. Then, for some positive function a, 
{
logx, 
lim logU(tx) - logU(t) = xY _ 1 
t->oo a(t)/U(t) --, 
y 
y ~ 0, 
y < 0, 
for all x > 0. Moreover for each e > 0 there exists t0 such that, for t ~ t 0 and 
x ~ 1, (i) 
1 - x-• logU(tx) - logU(t) x' - 1 
(2.8) (1 - e) - e < ( ) ( ) < (1 + e)-- + e, 
e a t /U t e 
provided y ~ 0, and (ii) 
log U( tx) - log U( t) (2 9) 1 - (1 + e)xy+• < < 1 - (1 - e)x"Y-•, 
· logU(oo) - logU(t) 
provided y < 0. 
PROOF. The statements follow from well-known inequalities for regularly 
varying functions ( y < 0) and II-functions ( y ~ 0). Cf. Geluk and de Haan 
(1987), page 27. Note that we can take a(t)/U(t) = y for y > 0 and a(t)/U(t) = 
-y{log U(oo) - logU(t)} for y < 0. D 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. We only give the proof of the strong consistency 
using Lemma 2.3. The proof of the weak consistency is similar, starting from 
Lemma 2.4 instead. Let Y1, Y2,... be i.i.d. with common distribution function 
1 - l/x (x > 1). Then (X1, X2,. • .) 4 (U(Y1), U(Y2 ), ••• ) and for all n also 
(X<1, n)• ... , X<n. n>) ff: (U(Y(1, nl), ... , U(J:(n, nl)). We work with the latter. 
(i) Let y ~ 0. Given e > 0 for r = 1, 2 by Lemma 2.5(i) we have a.s. for 
sufficiently large n, 
Af(r) 
n 
1 k( n) - 1 ( ( y; ) ) r (n-i,n) 
= k(n) .L logU y; · Y{n-k(n),n) - logU(Y(n-k(n),n)) 
t=O (n-k(n),n) 
+ { a(Y(n-k(n),n)} /U(Y{n-k(n),n)}} r 
< __ :E e + (l + e) <n-•,n) <n-k(n),n) 1 k(n)-1 [ y;• jY,• _ l ]r 
k(n) i=O E 
First suppose r = 1. Since Y(~-j. n) is the (n - j)th order statistic from the 
distribution function 1 - l/x1I• (x > 1), we can apply Lemma 2.4(ii) for e < 
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6/(2(1 + 8)) and find 
M<ll {
_e-1 - l} 
-1 1 
limsup n 





This, together with a similar lower inequality, gives 
M<1l 
lim n = 1 a.s. 
n-> oo a( Ycn-k(n), n)}/U( Y(n-k(n), n)) 
Next we note that the function a/U is slowly varying, hence 
. a( y~n;;(~·)n) . ~)I u( y~;;(~')l . ~) 
;~ •( k(:)) ju( k~n)) = 1 a.s. 
The case r = 2 is similar: One just works out the square and calculates the limits 
of all terms. It follows that for r = 1, 2, 
M<rl 
l' n - I .~ Hk(nn) )ju( ktn) ))'- r. u. (2.10) 
(ii) Let y < 0. Given e > 0 for r = 1, 2, we find as in part (i), now using 
Lemma 2.5(ii), that a.s. for sufficiently large n, 
_______ n ______ < -- E 1 - (1 - e) . <n-•, n) M(r) 1 k(n)-1 [ y;y-e lr 
{logU(oo) - logU(l{n-k(n),n))r k(n) i=O Y(~~k(n),n) 
First suppose r = 1. Since l(~~i. n) is the ( i + l)st order statistic from the 
distribution function xll<-y+e) (0 < x < 1), we can apply Lemma 2.4(i) and find 
M(l) ( E - y) -1 
limsup n s 1 - (1 - e) _1 a.s. 
n->oo logU(oo) - logU(Y(n-k(n),n)) · (e - y) + 1 
This, together with a similar lower inequality, gives 
M<1J 
lim n 
n->oo logU(oo) - logU(Y(n-k(n),n)) 
-y 
1 - y 
a.s. 
Next note that the function log U( oo) - log U is regularly varying, hence 
. logU(oo) -logU({Y(n-k(n),n)k(n)/n} · [n/k(n)]) 
hm ( ) ( ( )) = 1 a.s. n->oo logU oo - logU n/k n 
The case r = 2 is similar: One just works out the square and calculates the limits 
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of all terms. It follows that for r = 1, 2 almost surely 
M<rJ 
li n m r 




r = 1, 
r = 2. 
(iii) Now (2.10) and (2.11) imply that for all real y almost surely, 
li (M~1>) 2 { 1/2, y ~ 0, 
(2·12) n--+~ M~2l = (1 - 2y )/(2 - 2y ), y < 0 
and, since limn_., 00 a( n/k(n ))/U(n/k(n )) = 0 for y = 0 and limn__, 00 log U( oo) -
logU(n/k(n)) = 0 for y < 0, 
(2.13) lim M~1l = max(O, y) a.s. 
n--+oo 
The result follows. D 
3. Asymptotic normality. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose (1.1) holds and moreover, with U := (1/(1 - F)) <-: 
(i) For y > 0: 
(3.1) ±er· U(t) E II(b1) forsomepositivefunctionb 1 • 
(ii) For y = 0: There exist positive functions b2 and b3 such that 
. logU(tx)- logU(t) - b2(t)logx (logx)2 (3 2) lim = + ---
• t--+ oo b3( t) - 2 
[note that b2(t) - a(t)/U(t), t ~ oo, with a as defined in Lemma 2.5]. 
(iii) For y < 0: 
(3.3) + cr{U(oo) - U(t)} E II(b4 ) for some positive function b4 • 
Suppose a/,so limn_., 00 k(n) = oo and: 
(iv) For y > 0: 
(3.4) k(n) = o(n/g<-(n)) whereg(t) := t1 - 2r{U(t)/b1(t)} 2 . 
(v) For y = 0: 
(3.5) k(n) = o(n/g--(n)) whereg(t) := tbHt)/b5(t). 
(vi) For y < 0: 
(3.6) k(n) = o(n/g ... (n)), 
where g(t) := t1 - 2r[{log U(oo) - log U(t)}/bit)]2. 
Then 
( M<1J M<2J ) (3.7) Jk(n) (l X n ) - P1(Y), n 2 - P2(Y) 
fog <n-k<n>.n> {f(IogX<n-k(nJ,n))} 
with f(t) := a(l/{1 - F(exp t)})/U(l/{1 - F(exp t)}) has asymptotically a nor-
mal distribution (n ~ oo) with means zero and covariance matrix (s;) with, 
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for y::;; 0, 
S11 = (1 - y)- 2(1- 2y)- 1, 
S12 = 4(1 - y)- 2(1 - 2y)- 1(1 - 3y)- 1, 
S22 = 4(5 - lly)(l - y)- 2(1- 2y)- 2(1 - 3y)(l - 4y), 
and for y :2:: 0, 
s 11 = l, S22 = 20. 
The functions p 1 and p2 are defined by 
( { 1, y :2:: 0, 
Pi y) := 1/(1 - y), y < 0, 
P2(Y) := {~J{(l - y)(l - 2y)}, y :2:: 0, y < 0. 
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REMARK. For y > 0 the result specializes to yk(n) (M~1l - y) is asymptoti-
cally N(O, y 2 ). 
COROLLARY 3.2. If the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and if, 
moreover, in the case y = 0, 
(3.8) k(n) = o(n/gt(n)) whereg1(t) := t{U(t)/a(t)} 2, 
then 
(3.9) 
has asymptotically a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 
{
l + y2 
(3.10) '2 { l - 2y (5 - lly)(l - 2y)} 
(l - y) (l - 2y) 4 - 8 1 - 3y + (1 - 3y )(1 - 4y) ' 
y;;::: 0, 
y < 0. 
REMARK. Neither (3.5) nor (3.8) implies the other. 
EXAMPLE. The standard normal distribution satisfies (1.1) with y = 0, a(t) = 
{U(t)}- 1 [note an= a(n)] and (3.2) with b2(t) = l/{U(t)}2 - l/{U(t)}4, 
b3(t) = 2/{U(t)}4 and a minus sign. Because U(t) - y'2log t (t - oo), one finds 
that g(t) - t(log t)2 [cf. (3.5)] and g1(t) - 4t(log t)2 [cf. (3.8)], t ~ oo, and 
hence the conclusion of Corollary 3.2 is true provided k( n) = o( (log n )2 ), n - oo. 
Note that we found the same restriction on {k(n)} for the asymptotic 
normality of Pickands' estimator [Dekkers and de Haan (1989)]. 
Before proving the theorem and its corollary, we formulate the conditions on 
U in terms of the distribution function F [for a proof see Dekkers and de Haan 
(1989), Section 3, where also some simpler alternative conditions and examples 
are given]. 
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THEOREM 3.3. The conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 imply (1.1) for 
the same y. The conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to 
(respectively): (i) For y > 0: 
(3.11) +: t11Y{l - F(t)} E IT. 
(ii) For y = 0: There exists positive functions f and a with limtfx* a(t) = 0 
such that for x > 0 
(3.12) 
1 - F(exp(t + xf(t))) -x 
---------e 
1 - F(exp(t)) x 2 
lim ---------- = + -e-x. 
tf x• a(t) - 2 
(iii) For y < 0: 
(3.13) 
REMARK. For y > 0 our second-order condition (3.11) is the same as the one 
used in Smith (1982). 
REMARK. The conditions of Theorem 3.1 correspond to the conditions of 
Theorem 2.4 in Dekkers and de Haan (1989). A theorem similar to that of 
Theorem 3.1 can be given under the conditions of Theorem 2.5 of Dekkers and 
de Haan (1989). 
For the proof of Theorem 3.1 we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let }(1 n) ~ • • • ~ }(n, n) be nth order statistics from the distri-




..jk(n) k(n) i~O log}{n-i,n) - logl{n-k(n),n) - 1, 
(3.14) 
( 1 k(n)-1 }) (2or1;2 k(n) i~o (logY{n-i,n) - log}{n-k(n),n))2 - 2 
is asymptotically normal ( n -+ oo) with means 0, variances 1 and covariance 
2/5. 
(ii) For y < 0 
(3.15) 
( 1 k(n)-1 ( y; )'Y ..jk(n) _ L l _ (n-i,n) + _Y_' 
k( n) i-0 Y{n-k(n), n) 1 - y 
2 ) 
1 k(n)-1 y; . 'Y 2y2 
-- L 1 - (n-•,n) -
k( n) ,_0 ( (.!(,_,,,.,,.,) ) (1 - y )(1 - 2y) 
is asymptotically normal (n--+ oo) with means 0, variances y 2 and y4, respec-
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tively, and covariance 
(3.16) 2y
3 (5 - 30y + 40y 2 ) 112 
/5 (5 - 26y + 33y 2 ) 112 • 
PROOF. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
(i) The random vector in (3.14) is equal in distribution to 
Jk(n) ( ktn) '.~>- 1, (20) ~v'( ktn) '.~>! -2)), 
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where Z1, ••• , Zn are i.i.d. from a standard exponential distribution. The state-
ment of the lemma follows by applying the Cramer-Wold device and Liapounov's 
theorem [Chung (1974), page 200]. 
(ii) The random vector in (3.15) is equal in distribution to 
( 
l k(n) Y 1 k(n) 2 2y2 ) 
Jk(n) k(n) i~l (1 - RJ + 1 - Y, k(n) i~l (1- R;) - (1 - y)(l - 2y) ' 
where R 1 , R 2 , ••• , Rn are i.i.d. from the distribution x- 11Y (0 < x < 1). The 
statement of the lemma follows as before. D 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose condition (i), (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 3.1 holds with the 
upper sign (i.e., + for y ~ 0 and - for y < 0). For any E > 0 there exists t 0 
such that, fort~ t0 and x ~ 1: 
(i) In the case y > 0: 





(l - i:) s - e < f'b1(t)/U(t) 
In the case y = 0: 
x' - 1 
< (1 + s)-- +E. 
€ 
(1 - e2 )(1og x )2 
------ - 2slog X - E 
2 
log U( tx) - log U( t) - b2( t) log x 
< b3( t) 
(1 + e)2x•(logx)2 
< + 2dogx +e. 
2 
In the case y < 0: 
1 - x-• (1 - e)xY - ex1 
€ 
logU(tx) - logU(t) - (1 - x 1 ){logU(oo) -logU(t)} 
(3.19) < [Yb4(t)/U(oo) 
x' - 1 
< (1 + e)xY · - + sx1. 
€ 
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PROOF. (i) 
i.e., 
log U( tx) - log U( t) - y log x 
tYb1( t )/U( t) 
={log( x~~7;))} t~~~~) 
_ ( U(tx) _ 1) U(t) = (tx)-yU(t) - t-YU(t) 
xYU(t) tYb1(t) b1(t) 
-+ logx (t ~ oo) for all x > 0, 
logU(t)-ylogtE rr(tY. Ji:n. 
Application of the well-known inequalities for II-functions [Geluk and de Haan 
(1987), page 27] gives (3.17). 
(ii) In the limit relation (3.2) we may choose [Omey and Willekens (1987)] 
b2(t) := CU(t) + b3(t) := logU(t.) - _: (tlogU(s) ds + ba(t) t 10 
and CU satisfies 
(3.20) 
. CU( tx) - CU( t) 
lim b ( ) = log x, 
t ..... 00 3 t 
for all x > 0, i.e., CUE II(b3). Moreover, log U(t) = CU(t) + MCU(s) ds/s, 
hence 
logU{tx) - logU(t) - {CU(t) + ba{t)}logx 
ba( t) 
_ CU(tx) - CU(t) jx CU(st) - CU(t) ds 
- b3( t) + 1 b3( t) --; - log x · 
The well-known inequalities for II-functions [Geluk and de Haan (1987), page 
27] applied to CU then give (3.18). 
(iii) logU(oo) - logU(t) = (U(oo) - U(t))/U(oo) + O((U(oo) - U(t))2)(t-+ 
oo), hence -rY{U(ao) - U(t)} E II(b4) implies -t-Y{logU(oo) - logU(t)} E 
II(b4/U(oo)). The inequalities for II-functions yield fort~ t0 and x ~ 1 
1 - x-• (1 - e) - e 
e 
rY{logU(ao) - logU(t)} - (tx)-y{logU{oo) - logU(tx)} 
< ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
x• - 1 
<(l+e)--+e. 
e 
Rearranging gives (3.19). D 
bit)/U(oo) 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. We shall give the proof for y = 0 and a positive 
limit in (3.2). For other values of y and the other choice of sign, the reasoning 
is similar. Let Yl> Y;,. .. be i.i.d. with common distribution function 1 - l/x 
(x > 1). Then (X1, X 2 , ••• ) g. (U(Y1), U(Y;), ... ) and for all n also, 
(Xc1• n» ... , Xc,., ,.i) £ (U(Y(1, ,.,), ... , UC}{,.,,.»). We work with the latter and 
proceed by providing bounds for the quantities concerned. 
Since for x ~ 1 and t ~ t0 by Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 2.5, 
2 
{ log U( tx) - log U( t) } 
b2( t) 
2 { log U( tx) - log U( t) } 
= (log x) + b2( t) - log x 
{ logU(tx) - logU(t) } x b2( t) + log x 
ba(t) { 2 (logx)2 } 
::::;(logx)2 + bit) (l+e)x• 2 +2elogx+e 
{ x• - 1 } X (1 + E )-£- + E + log X , 
we have, after replacing t by Ycn-k(n), n) and xt by Ycn-i, n) and summing over i, 
eventually, 
/k(n) n 2 -2 ( M<2> ) { f (log x(n-k(n), n))} 
[ 1 k(n)-1( ( }( · ) ) = /k( n) -k( ) L log U Ycn-k(n), n) • y; n-i, n 
n i=O (n-k(n), n) 
(3.21) 
2 
- log U( Ycn-k(n), n))) 
+ { b,( l'(n-k(n). .,) } 2 - 2 l 
1 k(n)-1 y; . 
[ 2 l <.jk(n) -- L log (n-i,n) -2 
- k( n) i-0 { Ycn-k(n), ,.J 
... 
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where An is a linear combination of terms of the form 
k(n)-1 
[1;k(n )] I: (Y(n-i, n/l{n-k(n), n)r· 
i-0 
where ar < 1 for every term. Hence limn-+oo An exists in probability by Lemma 
2.4. ·Further, since b:f...t)/b2(t) is slowly varying and k(n)Y(n-k(n),n/n--+ 1 in 
probability [Smimov (1949)], we have by (3.5) 
li fkl-::\( ) ba(l{n-k(n), n)) 0 . b b'l't m v" \ n 1 · b ( y ) = m pro a i i y. 
n- co 2 (n-k(n), n) 
A similar lower inequality is readily obtained. Now An is a linear combination of 
terms of the form 
" l (n-i, n) 1 k(n)-1{ y . }ar 
-- .t.... og 
k( n) i-0 Y(n-k(n), n) 
with ar > 0 for every term. Combining the results for the two bounds we get 
(3.22) 
[ M<2i lim Jk(n) n 2 
n- 00 { f (log x(n-k(n), n))} 
1 k(n)-1 { y . } 2] 
" l (n-1, n) O 
--- .t.... og = 
k( n) i-0 l{n-k(n), n) 
in probability. A similar statement for M~1l and Lemma 3.4 completes the proof. 
D 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.2. Write (P, Q) for the limiting normal vector in 
(3.7). Then 
Jk(n) f (M~1J)2 - (pi(-y))2) 
\ M~2l Pi y) 
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(n--+ oo) in distribution. Hence 
t _ _ (L")' )-L _ l 1 M<2> l 1 
n 
--+ 
P1('Y){ Pi(;)Q - P2(r)P} 
{P2(Y) - {P1(Y)} 2)2 
(n--+ oo) in distribution. Note that 
1 





It remains to determine the asymptotic distribution of Jk(n) {M~1l - max(O, y)}. 
We claim that this expression tends to P · max(O, y) in distribution. For y > 0 
this is correct. For y = 0 the extra condition of the corollary yields 
Jk(n) b2(n/k(n))--+ 0 (n--+ oo), hence Jk(n) /(log x(n-k(n),n))--+ 0 and finally 
/k(n)M~1>--+ 0 (n--+ oo) in probability. 
In a similar way we get Jk(n) M~1l--+ 0 (n--+ oo) in probability for y < 0. 
The proof is complete. D 
REMARK. It is clear from the proofs of Theoren;i 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 that if 
(i), (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 3.1 holds and if k(n) - c · n/g .... (n) for some positive 
constant c (n-+ oo), then /k(n) Un - y} has asymptotically a normal distribu-
tion with the same variance, but with mean ± IC, where the sign corresponds 
with the sign in (3.1), (3.2) or (3.3) [i.e., in particular, + IC corresponds with a + 
sign in (3.3)]. 
4. Quantile and endpoint estimation: Finite case. In Dekkers and 
de Haan (1989) we used differences of large order statistics as building blocks 
both for an estimator of y (following J. Pickands III) and for estimating large 
quantiles. We shall now construct a similar estimate for a large quantile using 
sums of large order statistics. 
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The basic situation in this and the next section is the following. We have 
observed n independent drawings X1, X2, ••• , Xn from a distribution function F 
satisfying (1.1). We want to find a level xP (where p is a given number much less 
than 1) such that 
(4.1) F(xp) =<= 1 - p. 
With the function U as defined in Section 1, this means 
(4.2) 
We propose to estimate Xp based on the observations X1, ... ' xn as follows [cf. 
Dekkers and de Haan (1989)]: 
(4.3) 
a'Yn - 1 
.£ := _n __ 
p,n Yn 
X M<1> (n-k, n) n ( " ) + x(n-k, n)' Pi Yn 
with Yn any consistent estimate of y, M~1> and p1 as defined before and 
k 
(4.4) a:=--
n n ·p. 
An asymptotic confidence interval for xP can be constructed using the following 
result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose p = Pn--+ 0, npn--+ c E (0, oo), n--+ oo. Let k [oc-
curring in X<n-k, n> and for the definition of M~1l, see (1.3)] be fixed, k > c. 
Then, provided (1.1) hol.ds, 
xp,n - xp 
X M (l) (n-k, n) n 
(4.5) ( ~r-1 
YP1( Y) y<O 
(n--+ oo), with Qk,Z0,Z1,. .. ,Zk-i independent, Qk gamma with k degrees of 
freedom, and zi, i = 0, 1, ... ' k - 1, i.i.d. exponential. 
REMARK. Note that the number of order statistics k used in the definition 
of M~1> remains bounded whereas, if for Yn one uses (1.7), in order to get 
consistency for Yn one needs to use an unbounded number k' of order statistics in 
its definitions. 
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The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2 [cf. Beirlant and Teugels (1986)]. Under the conditions and with 
the conventions of Theorem 4.1, 
1 k-1 
k L Zi, 
i=O (4.6) M~ll -----~ 
a(n)/U(n) 
y ~ 0, 
l k- 1 exp{yr:~- 1z.;;·} - l Q;Y- L j=t J ' 
k i=O Y 
y < 0. 




2-.. kf,1 log x(n-i, n) - log x(n-k, n) 
k i=O a(n)/U(n) 
!1:. 2-._ kf,1 log( Uexp(E(n-i,n) - E(n-k,n) + E(n-k,n))) - log(UexpE(n-k,n)) 
k i=O a(expE(n-k,n))/U(expE(n-k,n)) 
X a( exp E(n-k, n)) · U(n) 
a(n) · U(expE(n-k,n)) 
with E<1• nl ::;: Ec2• nl ::;: · · · ::;; E<n. nl standard exponential order statistics. Now 
k-1 
E(n-i, n) - E(n-k, n) £. L Zjj 
j=i 
for all n with Z1, Z2 , ••• , Zn i.i.d. standard exponential by Renyi's representation 
for exponential order statistics and 
( 4.7) E(k) - log n ~ - log Qk 
[Smimov (1949)]. Using 
logU(tx) - logU(t) --+ {l:~~' 1 
a(t)/U(t) -,,-, 
and 
U(t) a(tx) __.. { 1, 
U(tx) a(t) x 1 , 
y ~ 0, 
y<O 
y ~ 0, 
y < 0, 
t ~ oo for all x > O, locally uniformly, we then get the result of the lemma. 
D 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. 
a~n - 1 
YnP1( Yn) 






Note that (U(tx) - U(t))/a(t)-+ (xY - 1)/y (t-+ oo) locally uniformly. An 
application of (4.7) and Lemma 4.2 above is now sufficient to complete the proof. 
D 
In the case y < 0, one can adapt the above reasoning for the boundary 
situation p = 0 to get a confidence interval for the upper endpoint x*(F) = 
U( oo) of the distribution. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose (1.1) holds with y < 0 . . Then x* = x*(F) := 
sup{xJF(x) < 1} is finite (and positive as assumed in Section 1). Set 
(4.8) 
Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 
x* - x* \( 1) ( 1 k-1 \ k-1 z.) )- 1 
n (1) ~ 1 - - + - L exp y L -!- - 1 
x(n-k,n)Mn I y k i-0 j=i J 
PROOF. 
(4.9) 
x;: - x* 1 { X<n-k,n> - U(n) x* - U(n)} 






The rest of the proof is as before; note that {x* - U(n)}/a(n)-+ -y- 1 
(n-+ oo). D 
5. Endpoint and quantile estimation: Infinite case. We now consider 
estimating xP again for the limiting situation n -+ oo but allow the number of 
order statistics k involved in the definition of Xcn-k, n> anc;l M~1> to grow without 
bound. The following theorem enables one to construct a confidence interval for 
a quantile xP when Pn-+ 0, npn-+ oo (n-+ oo). 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that F has a positive density F' so that U' exists. 
If U' E R~-1 [i.e., F' E RV_l/y-1 for y > 0, 1/F' Er for y = 0 and 
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F'(x* - 1/x) E RV11r+i for y < O], then 
x(n-k(n), n) - u( ~ ) 
(5.1) yk(n) ci~ 
Xcn-k<n» nl · Mn 
is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and variance {1 - min(O, y)}2, provided 
Pn ~ 0, npn ~ oo (n ~ oo) and k(n) == [npn]. 
PROOF. Since yk(n) {Xcn-k(n),n) - U(n/k(n))}/(n/k(n)) · U'(n/k(n)) is 
asymptotically standard normal [Dekkers and de Haan (1989), Lemma 3.1], also 
Xcn-k(nJ,nl - U(n/k(n)) (n ~ oo) in probability. 





k(:) U'( ktn)) u( ktn)) Ycn-k(n), n) ' U'(Y{n-k(n), n))/U(Y(n-k(n), n)) 
1 
~ ' 1 - min(O, y) 
with X<n-i, n> .Ji, U(Y(n- i, n>), i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1, as before. 
Finally, one checks that 
= 0. D 
Next we consider the estimation of the endpoint of the distribution. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let k = k(n) ~ oo and k(n)/n ~ 0 (n ~ oo). Suppose the 
conditions of Theorem 3.1 hok/, with y < 0. Suppose moreover that U has a 
regul,arly varying derivative U'. Then, with x: as defined in (4.8), 
(5.2) 
is asymptotically normal ( n ~ oo) with mean 0 and variance 
1 [ 1 1 - 2y { 1 - 2y (5 - lly)(l - 2y) } 4 l 53 - --+-- 4-8--+ --- . ( . ) y2 1 - 2y y2 1 - 3y (1 - 3y){l - 4y) 1 - 3y 
For the proof we need the following lemma. 
___________________________ ,, 
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LEMMA 5.3. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 5.2 lwUi. Recall the function 
U from Lemma 2.5. The random vector 
( 
X< -k >M(1) X<n-k, n> - u( i) 
(5.4) /k { n ,n n(n)}-(1-y)-l»Yn-y, { (n)} 
-y U( oo) - U k -y U( oo) - U k 
is asymptotically normal with means 0 and covariance matrix ( s;) with 
1 + y2(1 - 2y) 2(1 - 2y) y 
s = s = -2 + s = ---
11 (l-y)2(1-2y)' 12 (l-3y) 13 (1-y)' 
2 [ 8(1 - 2y) (5 - lly)(l - 2y)] (5.5) s22 = (1 - 'Y) (I - 2y) 4 - (l _ 3y) + (I _ 3y )(l _ 4y) ' 
PROOF. Note that (3.7) holds with 
/(logX<n-k,nl) = -y{U(oo) - U(l/{1- F(X<n-k,nl)})} 
+ u(1;{1- F(X<n-k,n))}). 
We write the first component of (5.4) as 
lk {-y(;;~·;:~(~)) -(1 - y)~'} 
(5.6) -----/k - (I - y) 
U( 00) - U( eE(n-k,n)) ( MAl) -1) 
U( 00 ) _ u( i) f (log X<n-k, ni) 
/k { U(oo) - U(eE(n-k,n)) } 
+-- -1 
l ( n) ' 
- y U(oo) - Uk 
with Ec1, nl ~ · · · ~ E<n, nl standard exponential order statistics as before. Note 
that 
(i) lJ,(eE(n-k,n)) = X • (n-k, n)' 
(ii) E<n-k,n) - log(n/k) ~ 0 in probability. 
It is thus sufficient to consider the limit distribution of the random v~tor 
M<1i X<n-k, nl - u( i) 
/k f(I Xn )-(l-y)-1,-?n-y, (n) 
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The joint limit distribution of the first two components follows easily from the 
results of Section 3. It remains to prove that the third component is asymptoti-
cally standard normal and independent of the first two components. The asymp-
totic normality of the third component follows, e.g., from Lemma 3.1 of Dekkers 
and de Haan (1989). 
If we rewrite all order statistics in terms of exponential order statis· 
ties E(l, n) ~ • • · ~ E(n, n) [as we did in Dekkers and de Haan (1989)], we 
that by (3.22) the asymptotic distribution of (M~1\ M~2)) is totally c 
mined by the asymptotic distribution of two functionals of (E(n-k(n)+l 
E<n-k(n>. n)' •.• , E<n, n) - E<n-k(n), n)) whereas the asymptotic distribution o 
third component of (5.7) is totally determined by that of E<n-k(n), n) [cf. De 
and de Haan (1989), Lemma 3.1]. The asymptotic independence follows. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2. 
x* - x* 
{li X nM(l)(l A ) (n-k, n) n - 'Yn 
_ _ {li (n-k, n) n _ (l _ Y) -1 1 -y{u(oo) - u(-kn)) [{ x M<1J } 
Y X<n-k,n)M~1> -y{U(oo)-u(i-)} 
Application of Lemma 5.3 now gives the stated result. D 
A somewhat related paper is Hall (1982). 
6. Concluding remarks. We now provide an intuitive background for (1. 
It is well known that the convergence of the Hill estimator (1.3) for y > 0 is the 
sample analogue of the following relation, which is necessary and sufficient for 
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(1.1) in the case y > 0: 
l oo du 1 - F(tu) du Jt'(l - F(u))(du/u) Y = 1 u - i!Y -;; ~ ft'' 1 - F( t) -;; = 1 - F( t) 
(6.1) J00 (log x - log t) dF( x) 
= t () = E(logX- logtJX > t) 
1-Ft 
( t ~ oo ), where X is a r.v. with d.f. F. So the reason for using the log of the 
order statistics instead of the order statistics themselves is that otherwise the 
first integral may diverge. This forces us to use logarithms of order statistics 
instead of the order statistics themselves in the definition of M~1>. That is not 
possible when the random variables are negative. In order to avoid this problem 
(which comes up only for y .::;; 0) we have to impose the extra condition x*( F) > 0. 
This does not cause any difficulty in applications. An analogue of (6.1) is known 
in the case y = 0 [Balkema' and de Haan (1974)]: (1.1) holds with y = 0 if and 
only if 
. E({X- t} 2JX > t) fo°0x 2 d(l - e-x) 
hm = = 2. 
tjx* {E(X - tJX > t)} 2 {Jo°0xd(l - e-x)} 2 (6.2) 
These two considerations led us to consider the quotient M~2l/{M~1l}2• However, 
it is clear that this quotient does not discriminate sufficiently, since taking 
logarithms transforms r.v.'s in the domain of GY with y ~ 0 into r.v.'s in the 
domain of G0 [cf. (2.10)]. But by good luck M~1> itself also converges for any y 
[see (2.11)] and discriminates the range of values of y not covered by 
M~2i I { M~1)}2. 
In Dekkers and de Haan (1989) we discussed several other methods to 
estimate y. A comparison of the different estimators both from a theoretical and 
from a practical point of view is the subject of further research. 
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